
Space-Time Crystals Are Real 

 

Recently, scientists captured the first-ever visual footage of a space-

time crystal — also called STC (or just "time crystal") — exposing the 

world to the freaky pulsations of this bizarre phase of recently 

discovered physical matter. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRNQC0DS5in1Ob52-JkmN1emY1_DzH8qe
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRNQC0DS5in1Ob52-JkmN1emY1_DzH8qe


This is where some of you may be wondering if we've ventured too 

far into a trendy new age shop, but note well: time crystals are real 

and their ability to expand human awareness needs to be explored.  

Albert Einstein wrote: “People like us who believe in physics know 

that the distinction between past, present and future is only a 

stubbornly persistent illusion. Time, in other words, he said, is an 

illusion. Many physicists since have shared this view, that true reality 

is timeless” Can we not expand our awareness beyond our illusion of 

Time to increase premonitions and retrocausality.  

In 2017, a team of physicists from UC Berkeley created a blueprint 

for a novel phase of matter: the time crystal. Publishing their work in 

the journal Physical Review Letters, many were surprised to learn the 

empirical recipe for concocting a real-world time crystal. Microsoft's 

Station Q showed time crystals could work for electronic systems.  

Back in 2012, Frank Wilczek — who's a Nobel Laureate — predicted 

this periodicity (or selective repeating pattern) might extend into the 

fourth dimension. Yes, we're talking about time as the 4th dimension. 

Wilczek thought a system in its lowest possible energy state would 

effectively "freeze" the crystal in space like any other crystal — and 

thus be observable and effect the instant of time. 

Wilczek further argued that if these low-energy system atoms 

strayed from their initial position, time-translation symmetry — 

which is the notion that a single Instant of Time is the same as any 

other — would be broken. This would allow an Expansion of the 

TIME INSTANT and allow for an expansion of Premonitions and 

RetroCausality.  

Just like the water’s spatial symmetry, other objects exist through 

time in much the same way — in a normal state we can call temporal 

periodicity. Time Crystals exist outside of normal time.  



A Scalar field is known as a fifth-dimensional non-linear field. Scalar 

fields exist out of relative time and space, thus they do not decay 

over time or distance from their source. They are unbounded and 

capable of passing through solid matter. 

The human body has crystalline structures in every cell wall that are 

capable of holding a charge. When the human body enters a Scalar 

field the electro magnetic field of the individual becomes excited.  

Premonitions are a feeling that something is going to happen—it is 

foretelling the future. Most people have experienced premonitions 

to one degree or another. The phone rings and you "know" who it is 

calling, even though the call was unexpected. Sometimes the 

premonition isn't as specific, but just as strong or stronger.  

There are many such instances that we experience now and then, 

and sometimes (skeptics would say always) they can be attributed to 

mere coincidence. Others say there's no such thing as coincidence, 

but that's another topic. 

There are times, however, when a premonition is so strong that the 

one experiencing it has little doubt that it is going to happen. These 

powerful premonitions are much rarer but happen often enough that 

some paranormal researchers believe they are real. Some people 

seem to be more sensitive to these types of feelings and may be 

called "sensitives" or "psychics." Can we use the our Time Crystal 

Device to increase these abilities.  

The recent Nobel prize in Physics has proven Quantum Entwinement 

and All things are Connected.   

Retrocausality is the idea that your future can effect (influence) your 

past 

What if you can send a message to your past one to alter yourself 

not to choose engineering. This idea seems like crazy but it's true. 



Experiments have been done in the quantum physics which predict 

that your present can effect your past. 

In 2020 Prof of Medicine Desi Dubounet made a Time Crystal Battery 

to drive a Time Independent Sustained Scalar field embedded in 

Time Expanding Organite. The Human perception of Time would be 

broken. With proper practiced use, visons of the future and ability to 

change the past could be achieved.  

The Time Crystal Device uses Scalar technology to return the body to 

a more original and appropriate electrical matrix. 

The Time Crystal Device has been clinically researched by multiple 

3rd party individuals. These case studies have shown evidence of the 

potential of bio scalar energy to boost human cell regeneration, 

immune functions, and neurotransmitter functions. It can help 

increase premonitions, allow retrocausality, change Negative Deadly 

Orgone to Positive and nullify effects of disruptive frequencies in the 

body while optimizing cellular membrane energy levels to 70-90 

millivolts. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRNQC0DS5in1Ob52-JkmN1emY1_DzH8qe

